The following course and program proposals have been approved by Fiona Lees, Enrolment Services, on behalf of SCTP. Highlighted text in pink are queries to/information for units.

SECTION A:  APPROVED PROGRAMS

Minor and Moderate Revisions

Faculty of Arts

B.A.; Major Concentration in Linguistics (36 cr.) – how complementary courses chosen revised.  Rationale:  To avoid too many intro-level courses chosen by students.

B.A.; Honours in Linguistics (60 cr.) – how complementary courses chosen revised.  Rationale:  To avoid too many intro-level courses chosen by students.

B.A.; Joint Honours – Linguistics Component (36 cr.) – how complementary courses chosen revised.  Rationale:  To avoid too many intro-level courses chosen by students.

B.A.; Minor Concentration in Linguistics (18 cr.) – how complementary courses chosen revised.  Rationale:  To avoid too many intro-level courses chosen by students.

B.A.; Honours in Political Science (54 cr.) – how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary courses added, program note deleted.  Rationale: Changes will minimize confusion amongst students and make program administration more straightforward.

B.A.; Joint Honours - Political Science Component (36 cr.) – description, program notes revised and one added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary courses added.  Rationale: Changes will minimize confusion amongst students and make program administration more straightforward.

B.A.; Major Concentration in Political Science (36 cr.) – program notes revised and one added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary courses added.  Rationale: Changes will minimize confusion amongst students and make program administration more straightforward.

B.A.; Minor Concentration in Political Science (18 cr.) – how complementary courses chosen revised.  Rationale: Changes reflect current practice and they will provide greater clarity.

B.A. & Sc.; Joint Honours - Political Science Component (36 cr.) – description, program notes revised and one added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary courses added.  Rationale: Changes will minimize confusion amongst students and make program administration more straightforward.

B.A. & Sc.; Major Concentration in Political Science (36 cr.) – program notes revised and one added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary courses added.  Rationale: Changes will minimize confusion amongst students and make program administration more straightforward.

B.A. & Sc.; Minor Concentration in Political Science (18 cr.) – how complementary courses chosen revised.  Rationale: Changes reflect current practice and they will provide greater clarity.

B.A.; Honours in Classics (54 cr.) – description, program credit weight decreased, number revised for two required courses, required courses added, required credits increased, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits decreased.  Rationale: To make necessary coursework more transparent, and because there is no Honours project it was difficult for students to schedule 60 credits of 3-credit courses.  ES Comments/Corrections: Existing description should be included in box 6.0; revised description omitted information on GPA/CGPA requirements for Honours – was this intentional?  Indicate the credit weight for each required course; list specified complementary courses fully by course number, title, credit weight; last bullet should be indicated as “Note: Maximum 18 credits complementary courses at the 200 level.”

B.A.; Joint Honours – Classics Component (36 cr.) – description, required courses added, required credits increased, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits decreased.  Rationale: To make program more challenging and more in line with the Honours program.  ES Comments/Corrections: Indicate program credit weight as “36”; existing description should be included in box 6.0; revised description omitted information on GPA/CGPA requirements for Honours – was this intentional?  Indicate the credit weight for each required course; list specified complementary courses fully by course number, title, credit weight; last two bullets should be indicated as “Note: Maximum …”; the sentence related to Faculty regulations should also appear in the honours program’s description or list of requirements.
SECTION A: APPROVED PROGRAMS

Minor and Moderate Revisions
Faculty of Arts [continued]
B.A.; Major Concentration in Classics (36 cr.) – description, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised, program note added. *Rationale:* To make each stream stronger and more distinct. *ES Comments/Corrections:* Existing description should be included in box 6.0 – indicated as “None”; indicate the credit weight for each required course; list specified complementary courses fully by course number, title, credit weight; all bullets relating to minimum and maximum credits should be indicated as “Note.”

B.A.; Minor Concentration in Classics (18 cr.) – description, required course added, required credits increased, how complementary courses chosen revised, program note added. *Rationale:* Simplify program by eliminating the lists of courses in thematic areas. To make each stream stronger and more distinct. *ES Comments/Corrections:* Existing description should be included in box 6.0; indicate the credit weight for the required course; list specified complementary courses fully by course number, title, credit weight; all bullets relating to minimum and maximum credits should be indicated as “Note.”

B.A.; Minor Concentration in History and Philosophy of Science (18 cr.) – description, complementary courses deleted, complementary course added, how complementary courses chosen revised. *Rationale:* Updates to courses.

B.A. & Sc.; Minor Concentration in History and Philosophy of Science (18 cr.) – description, complementary courses deleted, complementary course added, how complementary courses chosen revised. *Rationale:* Updates to courses.

School of Continuing Studies

Diploma in Internet Business Technology (30 cr.) – required course deleted, required course added, title revised for some required courses, complementary course added. *Rationale:* Updates to courses that reflect changes in the Internet business technology industry.

Diploma in Management; Internet Business (30 cr.) – required course deleted, required course added, title revised for some required courses, complementary course added. *Rationale:* Updates to courses that reflect changes in the Internet business technology industry.

Graduate Certificate in Internet Business (15 cr.) – required course deleted, required course added, title revised for some required courses, complementary course added. *Rationale:* Updates to courses that reflect changes in the Internet business technology industry. *ES Comments/Corrections:* Typo corrected in proposed column for required credits – “21” should read “12.”

Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies


Retirements

None.

SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

New
Faculty of Arts
POLI 626 Hist Analysis in Pol Science (3 cr.) [PRN 11720]. *ES Comments/Corrections:* Revise description to read “This seminar examines how...”

CLAS 201 Greece and Rome (3 cr.) [PRN 11414]. Affected programs revised;
HIST 372 Themes in Medieval History (3 cr.) [PRN 11014];
HIST 475 Topics: Roman History (3 cr.) [PRN 11617]. Affected programs indicated;
HIST 482 Global History of Coffee (3 cr.) [PRN 11566]. Affected programs indicated; *ES Comments/Corrections:* Indicate a restriction that reads “Not open to students who have taken HIST 436 when topic was ‘Global History of Coffee.’” Confirm course number or topic title, as this topic could not be located within Minerva;
HIST 611 Subaltern & Decolonial Studies (3 cr.) [PRN 11691]. Affected programs indicated;
EAST 375 Korean Media & Popular Culture (3 cr.) [PRN 11702]. Affected programs indicated;
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

New
Faculty of Arts [continued]
EAST 478 Topics: Korean Film & Media (3 cr.) [PRN 11706]. Affected programs indicated;
SOCI 602 Comparative-Historical Methods (3 cr.) [PRN 11474]. Affected program indicated;

School of Continuing Studies
CMIS 549 Digital Customer Exp & Tech (3 cr.) [PRN 11698]. Affected programs revised.

Faculty of Dentistry
DENT 706 Adv Sem: Qualitative Hlth Res (3 cr.) [PRN 11369]. ES Comments/Corrections: A proper course description provided and it was approved.

Faculty of Engineering
FACC 351 Summer Undergrad Res Exp 1 (0 cr.) [PRN 11660];
FACC 352 Summer Undergrad Res Exp 2 (0 cr.) [PRN 11661];
FACC 353 Summer Undergrad Res Exp 3 (0 cr.) [PRN 11662];
FACC 354 Summer Undergrad Res Exp 4 (0 cr.) [PRN 11663];
MIME 511 Adv Mine Ventilation & Air Con (3 cr.) [PRN 11190]. ES Comments/Corrections: If prerequisite is blocked for Web registration, it may block all registrants including graduate students – it cannot be targeted to undergraduate students only;
URBP 542 Select Topics:Visual Analysis (1 cr.) [PRN 11875]. Affected program indicated; ES Comments/Corrections: Title abbreviations revised; under “To be completed by the Faculty”, check “Yes” for Slot Course [as per rationale];
URBP 641 Selected Methods for Planning (1 cr.) [PRN 11946]. ES Comments/Corrections: Under “To be completed by the Faculty”, check “Yes” for Slot Course [as per rationale].

Desautels Faculty of Management
FINE 446 Behavioural Finance (3 cr.) [PRN 11225]. Affected program indicated. ES Comments/Corrections: Affected program not specified in first box – move info from rationale to the first box; delete course title from prerequisite; should a restriction be indicated that states “Not open to students who have taken [topics course number] when topic was “Behavioural Finance”? Revise effective term to 201701 or 201709 – confirmation needed;
FINE 447 Venture Capital & Ent Finance (3 cr.) [PRN 11163]. Affected programs indicated; ES Comments/Corrections: Should a restriction be indicated that states “Not open to students who have taken [topics course number] when topic was “Applied Quantitative Finance”?”
FINE 452 Applied Quantitative Finance (3 cr.) [PRN 11162]. Affected programs indicated; ES Comments/Corrections: Should a restriction be indicated that states “Not open to students who have taken [topics course number] when topic was “Applied Quantitative Finance”? Revise effective term to 201701 or 201709 – confirmation needed;
INSY 336 DataHandl&Coding for Analytics (3 cr.) [PRN 11715];
INSY 446 DataMiningforBusinessAnalytics (3 cr.) [PRN 11722];
MGSC 401 Statistical Founds of Data Analytics (3 cr.) [PRN 11726]; ES Comments/Corrections: Revise description to read “This course … time-series and multi-variate … operations. Students will apply their skills …”
MGSC 404 Founds of Decision Analytics (3 cr.) [PRN 11727];
ORGB 330 People Analytics (3 cr.) [PRN 11716]. Affected programs indicated.

Schulich School of Music
MUEN 569 Tabla Ensemble (1 cr.) [PRN 11655]. Affected programs indicated.

Revisions
Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences
FDSC 405 Food Product Development (3 cr.) [PRN 11693] – schedule types/hrs per week, supplementary info. ES Comments/Corrections: Revise the second note in supplementary info to indicate “… 4-hour lab.”
SECTION B:  APPROVED COURSES

Revisions [continued]
Faculty of Arts
EAST 361 Animation and New Media (3 cr.) [PRN 11718] – title, description;
EAST 369 Gen & Sex in Asian Media (3 cr.) [PRN 11719] – title, description;
EAST 385 Global Korea (3 cr.) [PRN 11721] – title, description;
EAST 468 Science and Technology: Asia (3 cr.) [PRN 11723] – title, description, prerequisites;
EAST 564 Structures of Modernity: Asia (3 cr.) [PRN 11724] – title, description;
EAST 685 Animal Studies (3cr.) [PRN 11725] – title, description, supplementary info;
RELG 332 Convers Across World Religions (3 cr.) [PRN 11104] – description, supplementary info, additional fee increased; ES Comments/Corrections: Rationale indicates a change to the fee but the amount is the same as the existing in the revised supplementary info – correct either the fee or the rationale; if there is a new fee, has it been approved by Fee Advisory Committee?
RELG 333 Princip of Christian Theol 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 11621] – description;
RELG 334 Christian Thought and Culture (3 cr.) [PRN 11623] – description, prerequisites;
RELG 434 Princip of Christian Theol 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 11622] – description, prerequisites;
CLAS 301 Ancient Greek Lit & Society (3 cr.) [PRN 11413] - number, schedule types/course activities, title, description, restriction; ES Comments/Corrections: List four non-History affected programs; typo in title corrected;
CLAS 302 Roman Literature and Society (3cr.) [PRN 111415] - number, schedule types/course activities, title, description, restriction; ES Comments/Corrections: List four non-History affected programs;
CLAS 303 Ancient Greek Religion (3 cr.) [PRN 11533] - number, description, restriction; ES Comments/Corrections: List one non-History affected program;
CLAS 305 Roman Religion (3 cr.) [PRN 11532] - number, schedule types/course activities, restriction; ES Comments/Corrections: Effective term revised to 201809;
CLAS 306 Classics in Modern Media (3 cr.) [PRN 11534] – number, schedule types/course activities, restriction; ES Comments/Corrections: List one non-History affected program;
CLAS 308 Gender in The Ancient World (3 cr.) [PRN 11535] - number, schedule types/course activities, restriction; ES Comments/Corrections: Remove Women’s Studies programs from list of affected programs, as they have been retired;
CLAS 350 Special Topics in Classics (3 cr.) [PRN 11530] - number, schedule types/course activities, restriction; ES Comments/Corrections: Should this course have slot status?
CLAS 400 Ancient Drama and Theatre (3 cr.) [PRN 11416] – number, restriction;
CLAS 401 Ancient Comedy (3 cr.) [PRN 11417] - number, description, restriction;
CLAS 402 Hellenistic Lit. and Society (3 cr.) [PRN 11419] – number, title, prerequisites, restriction; ES Comments/Corrections: Title abbreviations revised;
CLAS 403 The Greek and Roman Novel (3 cr.) [PRN 11418] - number, description, restriction; ES Comments/Corrections: List one non-History affected program;
CLAS 405 The Epic Tradition (3 cr.) [PRN 11420] - number, description, restriction;
CLAS 406 Greek and Roman Historiography (3 cr.) [PRN 11514] – number, restriction; ES Comments/Corrections: List two non-History affected program;
CLAS 450 Advanced Topics (3 cr.) [PRN 11531] – number, slot status; ES Comments/Corrections: A topics course is NOT repeatable unless it has slot status – check “Yes” for slot status;
CLAS 606 Historiography in Antiquity (3 cr.) [PRN 11515] - number, schedule types/course activities, restriction;
CLAS 650 Seminar (3 cr.) [PRN 11536] – number, restriction, slot status;
HIST 200 Intro to African History (3 cr.) [PRN 11627] – restriction;
HIST 201 Modern African History (3 cr.) [PRN 11628] – restriction;
HIST 208 Intro to East Asian History (3 cr.) [PRN 11629] – restriction;
HIST 214 Intro to European History (3 cr.) [PRN 11630] – restriction;
HIST 215 Modern European History (3 cr.) [PRN 11631] – restriction;
HIST 249 Health&the Healer in West Hist (3 cr. ) [PRN 11632] – restriction;
HIST 250 Making Great Britain & Ireland (3 cr.) [PRN 11568] – number, description, prerequisites, restriction; NOTE TO CSO: replace “&” with “and” in the longer Calendar title;
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

Revisions
Faculty of Arts [continued]
HIST 262 Medit & Euro Interconnections (3 cr.) [PRN 11519] - number, schedule types/course activities, description, prerequisites, restriction, supplementary info; **ES Comments/Corrections:** Correct course number in supplementary info - should read “HIST 262” and not “HIST 462”.
HIST 307 Jews in Poland (3 cr.) [PRN 11633] – restriction;
HIST 308 Formation of Chinese Tradition (3 cr.) [PRN 11634] – restriction;
HIST 318 Modern Japan (3 cr.) [PRN 11635] – restriction;
HIST 325 Renaissance-Reformation Europe (3 cr.) [PRN 11636] – restriction;
HIST 357 Cultural Diversity in Canada (3 cr.) [PRN 11637] – restriction;
HIST 359 Japanese Empire to 1945 (3 cr.) [PRN 11638] – restriction;
HIST 373 Canadian Labour History (3 cr.) [PRN 11650] – restriction;
HIST 375 Rome: Republic to Empire (3 cr.) [PRN 11625] – title, description, prerequisites;
HIST 376 Fall of the Roman Empire (3 cr.) [PRN 11626] – title, description, prerequisites;
HIST 380 Western Europe: The Middle Ages (3 cr.) [PRN 11639] – restriction;
HIST 384 Nineteenth-Century Britain (3 cr.) [PRN 11641] – restriction;
HIST 391 Rise of Rome (3 cr.) [PRN 11624] – title, description, prerequisites, restriction;
HIST 393 Civil War and Reconstruction (3 cr.) [PRN 11644] – title – abbreviation, restriction; **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Title abbreviation spelled out because there was space;
HIST 395 Canadian Military Experience (3 cr.) [PRN 11645] – restriction;
HIST 407 Topics in Ancient History (3 cr.) [PRN 11646] – restriction;
HIST 408 Colonialism and Native Peoples (3 cr.) [PRN 11647] – restriction;
HIST 419 Central America (3 cr.) [PRN 11648] – restriction;
HIST 443 Topics: Modern Japan (3 cr.) [PRN 11649] – restriction;
POLI 490 Indep Reading & Research 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 11294] – description, restriction;

School of Continuing Studies
CMIS 530 Digital Analytics & Targeting (3 cr.) [PRN 11695] – title, description;
CMIS 543 Digital Ad & Search Engine Opt (3 cr.) [PRN 11696] – title, description;
CMIS 544 Digital Mktg Auto, Plan & Tech (3 cr.) [PRN 11697] – title, description;

Faculty of Dentistry
DENT 206 Social Justice Seminar 1 (0.5 cr.) [PRN 11833] – number, schedule types/course activities, description, restriction;
DENT 663 Introduction to Research (1 cr.) [PRN 11684] - number, administering faculty/unit, prerequisites, restriction, supplementary info; **ES Comments/Corrections:** Add to supplementary info: “Note: Only applies if course is given in summer term.”
DENT 664 Intro to Resrch Communication (1 cr.) [PRN 11683] – number, administering faculty/unit, prerequisites, restriction.

Faculty of Engineering
CHEE 310 Physical Chemistry for Eng. (3 cr.) [PRN 11713] – description, prerequisites;

Faculty of Medicine
PSYT 713 Psychiatric Epidemiology (3 cr.) [PRN 11732] – prerequisites;
EPIB 601 Fundamentals of Epidemiology (4 cr.) [PRN 11690] – prerequisites, corequisites, restriction; **ES Comments/Corrections:** If renumbering of EPIB 602 was only in 201509, it might be best to keep EPIB 602 in the corequisites for another year - confirmation needed.
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

Revisions

Faculty of Medicine [continued]
EPIB 603 Intermediate Epidemiology (4 cr.) [PRN 11802] – prerequisites, restriction; **ES Comments/Corrections:** If renumbering of EPIB 602 was only in 201509, it might be best to keep EPIB 602 in the prerequisites for another year - confirmation needed;
EPIB 621 Data Analysis in Health Sci (4 cr.) [PRN 11806] – prerequisites;
EPIB 623 Res Deign in Health Sci (3 cr.) [PRN 11807] – description, prerequisites, restriction;
EPIB 635 Clinical Trials (3 cr.) [PRN 11809] – prerequisites;
EPIB 654 Pharmacoepidemiology 4 (2 cr.) [PRN 11808] – prerequisites;

Schulich School of Music
MUPD 135 Music as a Profession 1 (1 cr.) [PRN 11676] – description, supplementary info;
MUPD 235 Music as a Profession 2 (1 cr.) [PRN 11651] – number, description, prerequisites, restriction, supplementary info. Affected programs indicated.

Faculty of Science
COMP 251 Algorithms and Data Structures (3 cr.) [PRN 11196] – corequisites, supplementary info;
ENVR 491 Independ. Proj. in Environment (1 cr.) [PRN 11711] – supplementary info.

Retirements

Faculty of Arts
EAST 216 Chinese Action Film (3 cr.). Affected programs indicated;
EAST 354 Taoist & Buddhist Apocalypses (3 cr.). Affected programs indicated;
EAST 430 Third Level Chinese (6 cr.). Affected programs indicated; **NOTE CSO:** Single-term version only retired;
EAST 456 Chinese Drama & Popular Culture (3 cr.). Affected programs indicated;
EAST 457 Brushwork in Chinese Painting (3 cr.). Affected programs indicated;
EAST 520 Fourth Level Korean 1 (3 cr.). Affected programs indicated;
EAST 521 Fourth Level Korean 2 (3 cr.). Affected programs indicated;
EAST 530 Fourth Level Chinese (6 cr.). Affected programs indicated; **NOTE CSO:** Single-term version only retired;
EAST 535 Chinese for Business 1 (3 cr.). Affected programs indicated;
EAST 537D1/D2 China Today Through Transl (6 cr.). Affected programs indicated;
PHIL 556 Seminar:Medieval Philosophy (3 cr.) [PRN 11731]. Affected programs indicated;
CLAS 200 Intro to Ancient Greek Lit (3 cr.) [PRN 11413]. Affected programs revised and indicated; see proposal for CLAS 301;
CLAS 206 Classics in Modern Media (3 cr.) [PRN 11534]. Affected program indicated; see proposal for CLAS 306;
CLAS 208 Introduction to Roman Lit (3cr.) [PRN 11415]. Affected programs revised and indicated; see proposal for CLAS 302.
CLAS 300 Ancient Drama and Theatre (3 cr.) [PRN 11416]. See proposal for CLAS 400;
CLAS 305 The World of Alexandria (3 cr.) [PRN 11419]. See proposal for CLAS 402;
CLAS 307 Ancient Comedy (3 cr.) [PRN 11417]. See proposal for CLAS 401;
CLAS 309 The Greek and Roman Novel (3 cr.) [PRN 11418]. See proposal for CLAS 403;
CLAS 347 Special Topics in Classics (3 cr.) [PRN 11530]. Affected programs indicated; see proposal for CLAS 350;
CLAS 370 Gender in The Ancient World (3 cr.) [PRN 11535]. Affected programs indicated; see proposal for CLAS 308;
CLAS 371 The Epic Tradition (3 cr.) [PRN 11420]. See proposal for CLAS 405;
CLAS 380 Ancient Greek Religion (3 cr.) [PRN 11533]. Affected programs indicated; see proposal for CLAS 303;
CLAS 381 Roman Religion (3 cr.) [PRN 11532]. Affected programs indicated; see proposal for CLAS 305;
CLAS 484 Advanced Topics (3 cr.) [PRN 11531]. Affected programs indicated; see proposal for CLAS 450;
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

Retirements
Faculty of Arts [continued]
CLAS 490 Greek and Roman Historiography (3 cr.) [PRN 11514]. Affected programs indicated; see proposal for CLAS 406;
CLAS 690 Historiography in Antiquity (3 cr.) [PRN 11515]. Affected programs indicated; see proposal for CLAS 606;
CLAS 691 Seminar (3 cr.) [PRN 11536]. Affected program indicated; see proposal for CLAS 650;
HIST 234 German History to 1648 (3 cr.) [PRN 11614]. Affected programs indicated;
HIST 235 German History since 1648 (3 cr.) [PRN 11615]. Affected programs indicated;
HIST 355 Topics in German History (3 cr.) [PRN 11513]. Affected programs indicated;
HIST 385 Making Great Britain & Ireland (3 cr.) [PRN 11568]. Affected programs indicated; see proposal for HIST 250;
HIST 451 The Ancient Mediterranean City (3 cr.) [PRN 11613]. Affected programs indicated;
HIST 462 Medit & Euro Interconnections (3 cr.) [PRN 11519]. Affected programs indicated; see proposal for HIST 262;
HIST 491D1/D2 Honours Tutorial 2 (6 cr.) [PRN 11508]. Affected programs indicated; WITHDRAWN – already retired [as of 201609 – Banner shows D2 version with end date of 999999, which is an error and Class Schedule has corrected];
HIST 492 Topics in Comparative History (6 cr.) [PRN 11509]. Affected programs indicated.

Faculty of Dentistry
DENT 201 Dentistry Apprenticeship 2 (0.5 cr.) [PRN 11833]. See proposal for DENT 206;
DENT 563 Introduction to Research (1 cr.) [PRN 11684]. See proposal for DENT 663;
DENT 564 Intro to Resrch Communica (1 cr.) [PRN 11683]. See proposal for DENT 664.

Schulich School of Music
MUPD 136 Music as a Profession 2 (1 cr.) [PRN 11651]. See proposal for MUPD 235.

Cindy Smith, Secretary to SCTP